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I don't have enough space for the summary here so it's inside. Genera is rock. A little dark but not
enough to warrant a warning.
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1 - Drown me

A song I wrote for a character I thought up with it. He's a sailor or a fisherman or something who lost his
family due to one of those everyday simple mistakes. He cannot forgive himself for the mistake he made
and believes that sense he cannot get past it he shouldn't be living a life that he "doesn't" deserve. May
turn this into a story later if i get inspired again. Don't get you'er hopes up though and pleas comment.

Drown me

( Base and lead singer)

I walk into the night as
the sun begins to set
Walk through the snow
I haven’t’ given up yet
I watch as the sky
paints itself black
knowing that I can
Never turn back

(Rest of band joins music)

The things that I’ve done
Mistakes I have made
The people I’ve hurt
Death will make them decay
Thing’s I’ll never get back
Things I can never return
The cold sting of the sea makes my lungs burn

(Second singer)

As I throw myself into the ocean I reflect on what I’ve done
So many I’ve hurt
So many I’ve lost
Over a simple misjudgment
A simple mistake
For the ones I love
My life is theirs to take

(Only base and Lead Singer)

Cold seeps through my skin chilling me to the bone



The agony ebbs away from the things that I have done
I cry out from my soul
Erase my mistake
Drown me my mother
Take the pain away

(Second Singer and full band)

I’m sick of the suffering
I don’t deserve this
To live in this world
away from your kiss
While you suffered so much
At my own hands
These callused fingers
Seem a curse to the land

(Second and lead singer with full band music)

The cold sting of the sea makes my lungs burn
Drown me my mother
For this I have learned
If you cannot get past the pain
To live a life you don’t deserve
Then how can you matter

(Lead singer)

What are you worth
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